










TOTAL 
REHAB 
Detox Treatment + Hydrating Treatment +Signature
Blowout  

Our rehab package is focused on removing
minerals, buildup, and environmental factors
that can affect your color services. Our hair
salon is focused on teaching our guests how to
take care of their hair properly to maintain the
best color possible.  
 
 

www.alchemycolorlab.com +248-629-7568@alchemycolorlab

1.25hrs 2x/yr CLASSIC

GOAL MAINTAIN TIME TECHNIQUE

Levels & Rates  
Level 1 

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4 

Level 5

Level 6

-$110

-$113

-$119

-$122

-$127

-$131

 

Our inventory tracking system tracks

our usage down to the the drop. 

This allows us to price correctly and

our Artists to track their usage and

formulas for your future visits. 

DETOX





PLATINUM  
DREAM
Transformation session

This is not your average appointment. This
would be categorized as a transformational
blonding serviceand/or correctional service. If
you are looking for a big change this is the
best service to book the correct amount of
time.

www.alchemycolorlab.com +248-629-7568@alchemycolorlab

4+hrs NEW DETAIL LUX 

TREATMENT GOALTIME TECHNIQUE

Levels & Rates  
Level 2

Level 3

Level 4 

Level 5

Level 6

Extra color fees can apply* 

-$259

-$339

-$376

-$400

-$423

 

Our inventory tracking system tracks

our usage down to the the drop. 

This allows us to price correctly and

our Artists to track their usage

/formulas for your future visits. 





TASTE OF   
BLONDE
Partial Highlight + Glaze + Cut/Style

Are you ready to dip your toe into hair color?
This package is perfect for those looking for a
subtle change or a partial touchup. A
dimensional foil can make all the difference in
a head of color.  

www.alchemycolorlab.com +248-629-7568@alchemycolorlab

2.5hrs 6/8 wksDETAIL

GOAL MAINTAIN TIME TECHNIQUE

Levels & Rates  
Level 1 

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4 

Level 5

Level 6

-$173

-$199

-$264

-$292

-$318

-$344

 

Our inventory tracking system tracks

our usage down to the the drop. 

This allows us to price correctly and

our Artists to track their usage

/formulas for your future visits. 

BLEND



BEYOND 
BLONDE
Full Highlight + Glaze + Cut/Style

For the experienced blonde, this package is
perfect for those looking to maintain or to
gradually brighten their blonde. Upgrade your
service with a root shadow or our olaplex
treatment. 

www.alchemycolorlab.com +248-629-7568@alchemycolorlab

3hrs 6/8 wksDETAIL

GOAL MAINTAIN TIME TECHNIQUE

Levels & Rates  
Level 1 

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4 

Level 5

Level 6

-$193

-$220

-$286

-$317

-$341

-$363

 

Our inventory tracking system tracks

our usage down to the the drop. 

This allows us to price correctly and

our Artists to track their usage

/formulas for your future visits. 

BLEND





BASICALLY  
BRUNETTE
Base + Glaze + Cut/Style

Ready for a refresh? This package is great for
covering those greys and refreshing old hair
color. Your hairstylist will help you choose a
color that works for your skin tone, lifestyle,
and maintenance schedule.

www.alchemycolorlab.com +248-629-7568@alchemycolorlab

2hrs 4/6 wksGLOBAL

GOAL MAINTAIN TIME TECHNIQUE

Levels & Rates  
Level 1 

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4 

Level 5

Level 6

-$153

-$178

-$242

-$269

-$294

-$319

SHINE

 

Our inventory tracking system tracks

our usage down to the the drop. 

This allows us to price correctly and

our Artists to track their usage

/formulas for your future visits. 





RAVISHING
RED
Base + Glaze + Cut/Style

Ready for a refresh? This package is great for 
 touching up roots and refreshing old hair
color. Your hairstylist will help you choose a
color that works for your skin tone, lifestyle,
and maintenance schedule.

www.alchemycolorlab.com +248-629-7568@alchemycolorlab

2hrs 4/6 wksGLOBAL

GOAL MAINTAIN TIME TECHNIQUE

Levels & Rates  
Level 1 

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4 

Level 5

Level 6

-$153

-$178

-$242

-$269

-$294

-$319

REFRESH

 

Our inventory tracking system tracks

our usage down to the the drop. 

This allows us to price correctly and

our Artists to track their usage

/formulas for your future visits. 

http://www.alchemycolorlab.com/



